Epileptic interictal discharges are more frequent during NREM slow wave downstates.
Epileptiform activity in various but not all epilepsy and recording types and cerebral areas is more frequent in NREM sleep, and especially during sleep periods with high-amplitude EEG slow waves. Slow waves synchronize high-frequency oscillations: physiological activity from the theta through the gamma band usually appears during scalp-positive upstates while epileptiform activity occurs at transitory phases and the scalp-negative downstate. It has been proposed that interictal discharges (IIDs) are facilitated by the high degree of neuronal firing synchrony during slow wave transitory and downstates. This would suggest that their occurrence increases as a function of slow wave synchronization, indicated by greater amplitude, steeper slopes and higher EEG signal synchronization. We investigated the occurrence of IIDs during NREM sleep slow waves in epileptic patients undergoing presurgical electrophysiological monitoring. Intracranially registered IIDs preferentially occurred during the scalp-negative downstates of frontal scalp slow waves in all subjects. IID occurrence was more frequent during larger slow waves in the pooled sample and a subset of subjects. However, slow wave slope steepness and EEG signal synchronization between two frontal scalp channels was not significantly associated with IID occurrence. Our results indicate that IIDs indeed do not occur at the same slow wave phase as physiological rhythms, but contrary to previous hypotheses their occurrence is not strongly affected by EEG synchronization.